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	Casella di testo 2: VENTURE 1- unità dalla 1 alla 9
CONTENUTI GRAMMATICALI:
- Present Simple;
- Pronomi interrogativi ( what, where, who, how, how old, when);
- Aggettivi e pronomi possessivi;
- Articoli determinativi ed indeterminativi;
- There is / There are;
- Some e Any;
- Aggettivi e pronomi dimostrativi;
- Avverbi di frequenza;
- Preposizioni di luogo e tempo;
- Verbo modale CAN;
- both / neither;
- like/ be like/ look like;
- Present Continuous;
- Present Simple vs Continuous;
- Would like / want;
- Imperativo;
- Sostantivi numerabili e non;
- Whose;
- Past Simple

FUNZIONI COMUNICATIVE:
- Talking about nationality;
- Asking and answering about spelling;
- Exchanging personal information;
- Talking about celebrities;
- Talking about things and where they are;
- Describing people;
- Talking about your family;
- Expressing likes and dislikes;







AREE LESSICALI TRATTATE:
-Education and University Life;
-British and American English;
-Moral dilemmas, Personality and Family problems;
-Health and Fitness;
-Medical discoveries;
-Learning English;
-Global disasters;





	Casella di testo 2_2: LINGUA INGLESE
	Casella di testo 2_3: 1 ATUR
	Casella di testo 2_4: RUGGERI ELENA
	Casella di testo 2_5: Venture 1- Oxford; New Get Inside Grammar- Macmillan
	Casella di testo 2_6: - Expressing likes and dislikes;
- Agreeing and disagreeing;
- Talking about your daily routine;
- Talking about sport;
- Talking about ability;
- Talking about actions happening around now;
- Talking about permanent and temporary activities;
- Talking about future arrangements;
- Asking for, making, accepting and rejecting suggestions;
- Talking about your house and rooms;
- Asking for and giving directions;
- Talking about food, drink and diet;
- Requesting and offering;
- Giving opinions;
- Talking about the past

AREE LESSICALI TRATTATE
- countries and nationalities;
- letters and numbers;
- jobs;
- adjectives of opinion;
- colours;
- the classroom;
- the body: physical description and personality;
- the family;
- music;
- free-time activities;
- dates, daily routine, days of the week and seasons;
- sports and outdoors activities;
- abilities;
- entertainment;
- rooms and furniture;
- shops and places in town;
- food and drink;
- quantities and containers;
- Film and Tv
Lettura estiva : “ British Legends”- A2- Liberty

Brescia, 20/05/2022
L’insegnante                                                                                Gli studenti
Elena Ruggeri                                                     F.TO Kaur Gurleen- Venturelli Sara






ESERCIZI DI APPROFONDIMENTO GRAMMATICALE tratti dal testo in adozione “New Get Inside Grammar”

Educazione Civica:
- Mafia in the USA;
- No-profit organisations (IRC, Emergency Phone Services, Unicef, The Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies; National and International Organisations in Ukraine)

LETTURA PER LE VACANZE ESTIVE: LIBRETTO GRADUATO B2.2- LIBERTY


